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DID YOU KNOW? 
Polar bears are fantastic swimmers - some 
have been tracked swimming non-stop for 
over 60 miles.

Despite their impressive size, polar bears have 
pretty small tails – just 7-12cm long.

The only parts of a polar bear not covered with 
fur are their nose tips and paw pads.

Polar bears are speedy when they need to be, 
and can run at 25mph for short distances, 
usually while charging prey  or being chased.

There are 20-25,000 polar bears, in various 
population pockets, remaining in the Arctic.

To learn how to get involved in becoming a WWF Green 
Ambassador, visit us at wwf.org.uk/greenambassadors

EXPLORE!
GREEN AMBASSADORS

OUR WORK WITH  
YOUNG PEOPLE
WWF has a clear mission to care 
for the world around us. For over 30 
years, we’ve been working with schools, 
youth groups and their communities 
to inspire young people to make positive 
choices for a more sustainable future.

Green Ambassadors is our flagship youth programme that 
enables young people (ages 5 – 16) to learn more about the 
natural world, explore and share their love for it, and feel 
inspired to safeguard it.

To support them, we provide a series of engaging resources 
and activities that enable them to build their knowledge and 
understanding of the natural world, and explore their values 
so they’re motivated and equipped to enjoy and care for our 
beautiful planet.

Welcome to Green 
Ambassadors Explore – our 
dedicated species poster 
series for young people. Each 
issue of Explore focuses on 
one key species and is packed 
full of fascinating facts, fun 
activities for you and your 
friends, and information 
on how we can all help to 
safeguard their futures. 
This edition looks at polar 
bears, and how you can help 
safeguard their future.
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SKIN  
black to soak up the sun’s 

heat most efficiently. Under 
the skin, polar bears have 
a thick layer of fat, which 

insulates the animal when it’s 
in the water. 

NOSE  
the ultimate hunting tool in a 

landscape where most of the food 
is under the ice. Polar bears have  

an amazing sense of smell, and  can 
smell a seal up to 1km away,  

even if it’s under the ice.  
Their nostrils close when   

they’re under water.

EARS  
very furry and smaller than 
other bears’ so they retain 

the heat better and help 
keep the bear warm in winter 

temperatures of -300C.

FEET  
bigger than other bears’ and  work 

like snow-shoes, spreading the 
polar bear’s weight evenly over 

the snow and ice. Non-retractable 
claws help grip on slippery 

surfaces;  webbed toes act like 
flippers in the water.

FEET  
thick, two-layered, and oily to 
repel water and prevent their 

coats from freezing. The fur looks 
white because the sunlight is 

reflected back down the hair-shaft 
to heat the skin. They moult 

every year, replacing their fur 
completely.

POLAR BEARS 
Polar bears are perfectly suited to 
their environment – from their furry, 
anti-slip feet to the tips of their small, 
heat-conserving ears.

BREEDING
Female polar bears can breed at three years old – 
males mature later and have to compete for a mate 
so most won’t breed until they are 10. As solitary 
animals with a vast territory range, finding a mate is 
an all-consuming occupation during the March to May 
breeding season. 

Pregnant females need to put on around 200kg for a healthy 
litter and can delay  implantation so the cubs are born at the right 
time of year for their best chance of survival. Females retreat to a den 
in the Autumn and give birth and nurse the cubs during the winter. Tiny and 
hairless at birth, cubs weigh 450-680g (like four bananas) but the mother’s fatty milk helps 
them gain weight quickly and they develop their fur and teeth in time to emerge from the 
den in March or April. The mother needs to regain weight fast by hunting in order to keep 
producing that all-important milk.

THREATS
Climate change: Today, climate change is the most serious threat to 
polar bears. The Arctic is warming roughly twice as fast as the global 
average, causing the ice that polar bears depend on to melt away.  

The sea ice is melting earlier and forming later each year. Polar 
bears need the sea ice to hunt their main prey – seals. The 
reduction in sea ice means some bears are having to fast for 
longer – affecting their survival and breeding success.

Pollution: Toxic chemicals can pass through the food chain and 
accumulate in the body fat and tissue of predators: the further up 
the food chain, the more concentrations of toxic chemicals there 

are. Pollution brought by wind and water from other parts of the 
globe also affects them, as does development from the oil and gas 

industries which can damage or destroy habitat.

DIET AND HUNTING
As top predators in the Arctic food chain, polar 
bears eat whatever they can. Their main food 
source is seals but walrus, narwhale, beluga whale, 
fish, birds, eggs – even other polar bears – are all 
on the menu too.

Polar bears need to eat about 2kg of fat each day – a 
large seal weighing 55kg would give a bear enough 
energy for a week. They have incredibly efficient 
metabolisms and can use 97% of all the fat they eat.

When they’re really hungry, they can eat up to a 
fifth of their bodyweight – when you consider the 
weight of a fully grown boar is nearly 800kg, that’s 
quite a meal.

Polar bears are superb hunters - vital for surviving in 
such freezing conditions. ‘Still hunting’ polar bears 
stake out a seal air-hole before pouncing on seals 
which poke their noses out to breathe. They’ll also 
stalk seals basking on the ice and target ‘nests’ under 
the ice which they’ll crash through to catch the pups. 

HABITAT
Polar bears are found in the Arctic landscapes 
of Canada, Greenland, Norway’s Svalbard 
archipelago, Russia and Alaska, and spend most of 
the time on, or near the edge  of Arctic sea ice – the 
best place for hunting.SIZE  

the biggest of all bear species.  
Males (boars), weigh up to 

800kg - biggest recorded was 
1002kg and 3.6m long. Females 
(sows) are much smaller, but a 

pregnant female can weigh  
up to 500kg.

WEAR IT WILD FOR A DAY.  
LOVE WILDLIFE FOREVER.
Dress as your favourite animal to help WWF create a 
future in which people and nature thrive together.

wearitwild.wwf.org.uk
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Why we are here

To stop the degradation of the planet’s natural environment and

to build a future in which humans live in harmony and nature.

Why we are here

wwf.org.uk

To stop the degradation of the planet’s natural environment and

to build a future in which humans live in harmony with nature.

HOW YOUR ADOPTION CAN HELP
• £60 (or £5 a month) could buy six oil spill clean-

up kits for an Arctic volunteer in the Barents Sea

• £120 (or £10 a month) could pay for helicopter 
fuel for two and a half hours when tracking polar 
bears across the rugged Arctic terrain

Go to wwf.org.uk/polarbearadoption

ACTIVITIES:  
GET UP AND GO

WHAT CAN WE DO  
TO HELP
Support WWF 
We’re helping to preserve the polar bear’s Arctic 
habitat, increase our knowledge of this animal and 
its home, and reduce conflict between people and 
polar bears. 

We’re identifying critical habitats used by polar 
bears and other Arctic species – such as key 
resting, feeding and birthing areas – that may 
have some resilience to climate change. We have 
to make sure these important areas receive 
special protection or management now in order 
to safeguard the future for the people and wildlife 
that depend on the Arctic.

• Conserving the Arctic region’s rich biodiversity

• Maintaining a healthy Arctic environment 
with undisturbed ecosystems and healthy 
wildlife populations

• Raising awareness of the threats of climate 
change that we all face

• Your support will also help fund our other 
essential work around the world

POLAR BEAR 40:40
You can play this anywhere there’s a bit of space – ideally 
the playground or park. One person is the polar bear – 
everyone else is a seal. “Home” is an imaginary breathing 
hole in the sea which the seals are trying to get to but the 
bear is guarding. The polar bear can only spend 10 seconds 
at “home” before having to leave to hunt elsewhere, which 
means some of those brave seals might just make it.

MELTING ICEBERGS GAME
Play this game like musical chairs, but replacing the seats 
with sheets of newspaper spread out on the floor, one 
sheet per person of the group. Explain that the sheets are 
icebergs and that everyone is polar bears. Everyone should 
run around the room pretending to swim in the cold water 
until the music stops, then they have to try to get to their 
iceberg. Take a sheet away each time until there is only 
one bear left. Discuss how our energy hungry lifestyles use 
fossil fuels which contribute to climate change and how 
this, in turn, affects the home of the polar bear.

POLAR EXPLORERS
How do humans compare to polar bears?  
What preparation, equipment and special skills would help 
you to be safe and survive an Arctic mission? Undertake 
your mission now by:

• Finding out about polar bears, what are their unique 
qualities which make them so well adapted to their 
icy habitats. What do they need to survive and what is 
threatening their existence?

• Build a shoe box model showing the polar bear in its 
habitat, how they hunt and what they need to survive.

• Plan a trip to the Arctic. What would you need to 
survive, how would you keep warm, what would you 
eat? Find out more about the Aurora Borealis.


